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ABSTRACT

In this paperwe (1) define theconceptof a Clause Man-
agetnentSystem(CMS) — a generaizatiouof de Kleer’s
ATMS, (2) motivatesuchsystemsin termsof efficiencyof
searchand abductivereasoning,and (3) characterizethe
computationaffectedby a CMS in termsof theconceptof
prime implicants.’

1. A Problem-Solving Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates an architecturefor a problem solving
system consistingof a domain dependentReasonercou-
pled to adomainindependentClauseManagementSystem
(CMS). For our presentpurposes,theReasoneris a black
box which, m the processof doing whateverit does,oc-
casionallytransmits a propositionalclause2to theCMS.
TheReasoneris also permittedto querythe CMS anytime
it feelsso inclined. A query takes the form of a proposi-
tional clauseC. The CMS is expectedto respondwith
everyshortestclauseS for which theclauseS V C is alog-
ical consequence,but S is not a logical consequence,of the
clausesthusfar transmittedto the CMS by theReasoner.
In Section2 we showwhy obtaining suchS’s is important
for manyAl systems.For example,for abductivereason-
ing -‘S will be an hypothesis,which, if known, sanctions
the conclusionC. For efficient search-~Sdefinesa most
generalcontext in which C holds.

A traditionalATMS/TMS is arestrictedCMS in which
(1) the clausestransmittedto the CMS are limited to be
eitherHorn (i.e., justifications)or negative(i.e., nogoods),
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2 In actualfact, the reasonermay transmit anarbitrary predicate
calculus clause (containing variables for example),but this clause
would be treated propositionally by the CMS. In other words, dif-
ferent atomic formulasaretreatedasdifferent propositionalsymbols
by the CMS.

and (2) the queries(C) are always literals. The funda-
mental TMS problem is to identify thecontextsin which
a given singleton clause C holds — this is equivalent to
querying the CMS for the shortestclausesS of the pre-
cedingparagraph,as the negationof eachsuchS implies
C.

CLAUSE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM

1: A problem-solvingarchitecture

2. Motivation and Formal Preliminaries

We shall assumea propositionallanguagewith countably
infinitely manypropositionalsymbolsandwith the logical
connectivesV, —~ The connectivesA, j are defined in
termsof v, -, in the usualway, as are theformulas of the
language.The definition of theentailmentrelation, ~, is
also standard: If S is a set of formulas andw a formula
then S ~ w just in caseevery assignmentof truth values
to thepropositionalsymbolsof the languagewhich makes
eachformula of S true also makesw true.

REASONER
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2.1. Definitions

A literal is a propositional symbol or the negation of a
propositional symbol. A clauseis a finite disjunction L, ‘/

V L,, of literals, with no literal repeated,We shall often
representa clauseby the set of its literals. The empty
clause,denotedby {} is the clause with no literals. A
clauseis a tautology if it containsa propositionalsymbol
and thenegationof that propositionalsymbol. Let E be
a set of clauses,and C a clause. A clauseS is a support
for C with respect to E if E ~ S and E S U C. S is
a minimal support for C with respect to ~ if no proper
subsetof S is asupport for C with respectto E.

We canthink of the CMS asarepositoryfor E — some
(not necessarilyall) of the conclusionsderived thus far by
the Reasoner

3
.A support clauseS for C with respectto

E hastheproperties:
1. E~aSUCi.e.E~=-~SDC.
2. 1 ~ S i.e. E U {-‘.S} is satisfiable.
Property 1 tells us that the conjunction of literals -‘S is
an hypothesiswhich, if known to E (andhenceto theRea-
soner) would sanction the conclusionC. Property 2 pre-
cludeshypothesesinconsistentwith E since thesewould
sanctionany conclusion whatsoever. Finally, a minimal
support clauseS definesa shortesthypothesis-~Swhich
sanctionsC or, as it were,asimplestconjecturefrom which
C follows.

We arenow in a position to specify the task which
a CMS is to achieve. Recall that a CMS receivesclauses
transmittedto it by theReasoner.Let E be theset of such
clauses.Recallalso,that theReasonermayquery theCMS
with a clauseC. The task of a CMS is to determineall
minimal supportclausesfor C with respectto E. Example:

= {{p, q, r}, {p, —‘q}, {p, ~r}, {—p, q, s}, {q, r, —‘t}}
Minimal supportsfor {p} : {}.
Minimal supportsfor {} : none.
Minimal supportsfor {q} : {s}, {r, —‘t}, {~-‘q}.
Minimal supportsfor {p, q} :
Minimal supportsfor {s, r} : {q}, {—‘s}, {—~r}.

It is important to observethatS beingaminimal sup-
port clausefor C is relative to ~. In other words, —~Sis a
simplest conjecture from which C follows with respectto
what the CMS has beentold about the knowledgeavail-
ableto theReasoner.—‘S neednot be asimplest conjecture
so far as the Reasoneris concerned,since the Reasoner
may haveinformation relevantto this questionof simplic-
ity which ~t hasfailed to transmit to theCMS, or perhaps
the Reasonerhas failed to derive such relevant informa-
tion, Why shouldaReasonerfind this notion of aminimal
support clauseof any value to it all? There are at least
two reasons:

2.2. Abductive Reasoning

Imagineareasoningsystemwith someknowledgebaseKB

Rememberthat the Reasonerdecides,on its own pragmatic
grounds, which conclusionsit transniits to the CMS and which it
withholds.

which, for simplicity of exposition, we take to be a set
of first order sentences. Imagine further that the Rea.
soner hassomegoal formula g which it hopesto establish
by a back~chaininginference procedure using KB as its
premises,but that these premisesare insufficient to prove
g. Supposethe Reasonerrecognizesthis by its inability to
expand any of the leaf nodes in the searchtree of Figure
2, which we shall use by way of an example

4
. From this

the Reasonercan conclude:

g I An ‘or branch”

} “and branches”

Figure 2 : A back-chainingsearchtree.
~
KB ~ -‘pAq Dy i.e. KB ~ p V -‘qVg
KB~=—’qArDgi.e. =qV—’rVg
Now, supposethe reasoneris concernedwith perform-

ing abduction,which is to saythat it is seekinganexplana-
tion for g. Perhapsg is someobservationof theworld and
KB, theReasoner’scurrent theoryof the world, is inade-
quateto explain g (i.e., KB ~ g). The explanationwhich
theReasonerseeksis an hypothesiswhich, togetherwith
its backgroundknowledgeKB, entailsg. Trivially, for the
exampleof Figure2, thereare threesuchexplanationsim-
mediatelyat hand:pA q Ar, -‘p A q and -‘q Ar. But these
arenot thesimplestpossibleexplanations.It is thejob of a
CMS to providesuchsimplest explanations.Accordingly,
the Reasonertransmits to the CMS the threeclausesit
inferred from Figure 2. The CMS now containsthesetof
clausesE = {{-‘p, -‘q, —‘r, g}, {p, -‘q, g}, {q, —‘r, g}}. If the
Reasonernow queriesthe CMS with the clause {g} the
CMS returns threeminimal support clausesof {g} with
respectto E, namely: {—‘g}, {p, -‘q}, {—‘r}. ‘[‘his means

E~=gDgandhenceKB~=g~g,
E ~ -‘pAq ~ g and henceKB ~=-‘pAq D g, and
E~=rDgandlienceKB~=r :Dg.

Thus, asidefrom the trivial explanation g, thereare two
simplest explanationsfor g, namely -‘p A q andr.

Notice that we have in mind here quite specific no-
tions of “explanation” and “simplest.” Explanationsare
conjunctionsof ground literals. A simplestexplanationis
one for which no proper sub-conjunct is an explanation.
Finally, we insist that explanationsbe consistentwith E,

We are assuminghere that g is a ground literal, and that, al-
though KB is a set of first order sentences,the leaf nodesof Figure
2 are all ground literals.

p
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for otherwise we could explain anything!
Notice also thata CMS, as defined, is capableof pro-

viding simplestexplanationsonly for q’s which aredisjunc-
tions of ground literals. This is clearly not as generalas
one might like. For example, theReasonercouldhavetwo
observationsg~and g3 of the world for which it wishes
simplest explanations i.e., it wishes minimal conjuncts e
such that E ~ e D gj A g~andE ~ ~e. Our CMS is not
defined to handle this setting. In the full paper we show
how a CMS can.

Finally, with referenceto Figure 2, notice that we have
taken the Reasonerto generateabductive inferencesby a
back-chainingmechanismwhich terminateswith leavesof
the searchtree which cannot be expandedfurther. While
this is one possible mechanism,others are also possible.
For example,the Reasonermay havedefined somedistin-
guishedset of literals which, in a back-chainingsearch,
are neverexpanded. For the Reasoner,such literals de-
fine aclassof acceptableassumptionswhich theReasoner
is preparedto make. Back-chaining is not essential; one

can define resolutiontheorem-proverswith suitabletermi-
nation conditions. The unresolvedliterals of theuncom-
pleted refutationscansupport abductiveinferences(e.g.,
[Cox and Pietrzykowski,1986]). Again, such unresolved
literals may be determinedby a prespecifiedclass of as-
sumptionsacceptableto the Reasoner.

Therearemanysystemsandproposalsfor abductive
reasoningalongthe lines sketchedabove. Representative
examplesare residueresolution [Finger, 1985], the THE-
ORIST system of [Poole, 1986], the hypothesisgenera-
tion formalism of [Cox and Pictrzykowski,1986], and the
NLAG systemfor learning by analogyby [Greiner, 1986].

2.3. Efficient Search

By exploiting the CMS to organizeand control search,
muchof thecomputationof theReasonercan be avoided.
Considerthe following sequenceof statements(from [de
Kleer, 86]):

A : z E {0, 1}
B : a = ej(x)
C : yE {0, 1}
D : b = e

2
(y)

zE {0, 1}
F : c = e

3
(z)

G:b�c
Ff:a�b

The functions e require expensivecomputations,for ex-
ample, e,(x) = (z + 100000)!.

Supposethat theReasoneris basedon chronological
backtracking:it processesthestatementsA throughH one
at a time until an inconsistencyis detectedin which case
it backtracksto the most recentvariableassignmentit can
change. The sequenceof steps it might follow to find the
two solutionsare as follows:

1 : Let x 0, computea = e1(0).
2 : Let y 0, computeb = e2(0).

3 : Let z = 0, compute c = e
3

(0). As 5 = c backtrack to
3.

4 : Let z = 1, compute c = e
3

(1), b ~ c but a = S so
backtrack to 2.

5 : Let y = 1, compute S = e
2

(1).

6: Let z = 0, computec = ej(0), S ~ c, a ~s
5
b, solution.

7 : Let z = 1, computec = 53(1). As S = c backtrack to

8 : Let x = 1, computea = e~(1).
9 : Let p = 0, computeS = 52(0).

10 : Let z = 0, computec = e
3

(0). As S = c backtrack to
10.

11 : Let z = 1, compute c =r e
3

(1), S ~ c, a ~ 5, solution.
12 : Let p = 1, computeb = 52(1).

13: Let z = 0, computec = 53(0), ~ ~ c, as a = b back-
track to 13.

14: Let z = 1, computec = e
3

(1), as S = c stop.
Notice that this approachrequires 14 expensivecomputa-
tions and6 backtracks.

Now consider how a CMS might be used to improve
this search. The CMS propositional symbolsall represent
equalities (e.g., ‘x = 1’). The new searchis thesame
the chronologicalone with the following changes. Every
time the Reasonerdoessome computation, it constructsa
clauserepresentingit (e.g., the computation of a = e

1
(x)

fromx = 0 is representedby x � Ova = e1(0)) andconveys
this to the CMS. Beforeperforming any computation,the
Reasonerchecks to determinewhether the computation
hasbeendone previously. Beforechoosing(indicatedby a
‘Let’ in the trace) a valuefor a variable,the Reasonerfirst
queriesthe CMS to seewhether the variableis determined
by the current choices. If the variable is determined,no
choice is necessaryand processingproceeds. If the vari-
able is not determined,it choosesa value which can be
consistentlyaddedto the currentchoice set. The resulting
problem-solving trace is:
1: Let x=0, transmitx =OVx = 1, x�OVa=ei(0).
2: Let y=O, transmity=OVy = 1, p �OVb=e2(0).
3: Letz=O,tran~imitz=0Vz=1,z~OVc=e3(0),

S ~ e
2

(O) v c ~ 53(0). The current choiceset is now
inconsistent,so backtrackto 3.

4 : z = 1 follows, transmit a ~ ej(O) V b ~ e2(O). The
current choiceset is inconsistent, so backtrackto 2.

5 : y = 1 follows, transmit p ~ I V b = e
2

(1).
6 : Let z = 0, solution.
7: Let z = 1, transmit z ~ lye =e

3
(1), S ~ e

2
(1)V

c ~ e
3

(1). The current choice set is inconsistent, so
backtrack to 1.

8 : Let x = 1, transmit x ~ 1 V a = ej(1).
9 : Let p = 0.

10 : z = 1 follows, solution.
11: Let p = 1, transmit a ~ ei(1) vb ~ 52(1). The current

choiceset is inconsistent,so stop.
From this exan1ple we can see someof the advantagesof
a CMS-guided search. Intuitively, the CMS is functioning
as an intelligent cache. For this example, CMS-app~oach
requires6, not 14 expensivecomputations,3, not 5 back-
tracks, am! 8, not 14 choices. Note that this particular
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search example exploits only a few of’ the capabilities of
a CMS — we present it only as an illustration of how a
CMS could be utilized. It is relatively simple to invent
a strategy for this particular problem which achievesthe
same efficiency, however, the C’MS providesa general fa-
cility that achievestheseadvantagesfor any Reasoner.

The CMS performs manyof the functions of a conven-
tional TMS [Doyle, 79] [Doyle, 831 [McAllester, 80]. Their
advantages(and disadvantages)have beenextensivelydis-
cussedelsewhere(e.g., de Kleer, 86]).

3. Prime Implicants

Definition. A prime implicant of a set S of clausesis a
clauseC such that

1. E]=C,and
2. For no proper subsetC’ of C does S ~= C’.

The conceptof a prime implicant arises in solving the
problem of two-level Boolean minimization of switching
circuits [Birkoff and Bartee 1970, Ch. 6]. In this set-
ting, one is requiredto synthesizea givenBooleanfunction
in sum-of-productsform using the fewest total number of
and-gatesand or-gates. Our definition of prime implicant
is the dual of that usedin Boolcan minimization, basically
becausefor us, the Boolean function is representedby 5,
a setof clauses,and henceis in product-of-sumsform. De-
spite this difference, we shall use the same terminology
“prime implicant” since formally both conceptssharethe
same properties modulo theduality betweenV and A.

Notice that if S ~r p and S -‘p for somepropo-
sitional symbol p then the tautology p V -‘p is a prime
implicant of S.

The following result is straightforward:

Proposition 1. If S is a set of clausesand C a clause,
themi S ~ C if thereis a prime implicant of S whichis a
subset of C.

Theorem2. SupposeS is a setof clausesandC a clause.
If S is a mmnimal support clausefor C with respectto S
then there is a prime implicantll of S suchthat flflC ~ {}
andS = 1~I - C.

Proof. We know that S ]= S U C. Moreover, by the
minimality of 5, we knowthat SnC= {}. By Proposition
1, thereis aprime imnplicantII of S such thatH ç S U C,
say II = S’UC’ where 5’ C Sand C’ ~ C. We prove
first that C’ ~ {} from which it follows that 11 fl C ~ {}.
For if C’ = {} then H C S and since S ~ Ii it must be
that S ]~.=S which contradicts S being a support clause
for C with respectto S. Finally, we prove that S’ = S, so

that H = S U C’ and since S fl C = {} and C’ c C it will
follow that S = H — C. To prove 5’ = S we assumethe
contrary and obtain a contradiction. So, suppose5’ is a

propersubsetof S. SinceS ~ S then S ~r S’. Moreover,
since5 1= Ii and C’ C C then S ~ S’ U C. But then 5’
is a smaller support clausefor C with respectto S than is
5, which contradictsthe minimnality of S. QED.

Unfortunately, the converseof Theorem2 is false
the following example shows:

S = ((p
1

,cj}, (pi,p
2

,c
2

}}

C= {ci,c
2

}

The prime imnplicants of S are:

(pi,ci}, {Pi,p
2

,c
2

}, {Pi, ~pj}, (p2, ~ etc.
The prime implicant H = (p

1
P2, c

2
} satisfies fin C -A (1

but H — C = (p1, P2} is not a minimal support clause
C with respectto S.

There is, however, an important partial converse~f
Theorem2:

Theorem3. Let S be a set of clausesand C a non-empty
clause. If H is a prime implicant of S suchthat C C
thenIi — C is a minimal supportclausefor C with respect
to S.

Proof. We must prove that S ~ 11 — C, which is obvious,
and that S ~ (11 -. C) U C which is equally obvious. QED.

Definition. A unit clauseis a clause with just one literal.

A simple consequenceof Theorems2 and3 is the fol-
lowing:

Corollary 4. Let S be a set of clausesand C = {~} a
unit clause. Then S is a minimal supportclausefor C
with respectto S if there is a prime implicant H of S such
that £ €11 andS = H — {L}.

Corollary 4 completelycharacterizestheminimalsup-
port clauses in the case of unit queries issued by the Rea-
soner to the CMS. As we shall see in Section 5, this result
provides a characterization of de Kleer’s ]19861 Assump-
tion Based Truth MaintenanceSystem. Moreover, it will
allow us to generalizehis systemconsiderably.

Notation. When S is asetof clausesand C a clause,
~(C,E) = (11 — CIII is a prime imnplicant of S and

flnC~{}}
MIN-SUPPORTS(C,5) =

{S]S E ~ 5) and no clauseof~t(C,5)

is a propersubset of S}.

Theorem5. (Characterizationof minimalsupportclauses.)
MIN-SUPPORTS(C, 5) is the set of all minimal support
clausesof C with respectto 5.
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proof. By Theorem 2, if S is a minimal support clauseof

C with respectto S then S e L~(C,5). We must prove that
10 proper subsetof S is in t~(C,5). Supposeto the con-
trary, for some proper subset S’ of 5, that 5’ ~ ~(C, 5).
We shall prove that 5’ is a support clause for C with re-

5
pect to 5, contradicting the niininsality of S. Clearly,

since ~ ~ S and S’ C 5, 5 ~ S’. It remains to show that

S’ U C. Now S’ = Ii — C for someprune implicant H.
Thus, S’uC = (H-C)~C 3f1. SinceS H, S ~ S’UC.
hence,5’ is a support clausefor C with respectto S.

Now supposeS E MIN~SUPPORTS(C, 5). We must
provethat S is a minimal supportclausefor C with respect

to 5, i.e., that
1. 5~:5,
2. S~SUC, and
3. No proper subsetof S has properties 1 and 2.

proof of I:
Since S = H — C for some prime imriplicant H of S

such that H n C ~ {}, S is a propersubsetof H. Because
fi is a prime isnphicantof 5, S ]~S.
proof of 2:

SinceS = H — C for someprime implicant H, SU C =

(fl_C)UC~H. SinceS~=H,SHSUC.
Proof of 3:

Assumeto the contrary that S has a propersubsetS’
with property 2, i.e., that S S’ U C. By Proposition 1,
S hasa prime implicant H’ C S’ UC. Since S = H — C for
someprime implicant H of 5, S n C = {}. Since 5’ C 3,
S’nC={}. Hence,sincefl çS’UC,H—CCS’ which
is a proper subset of 5; since H’ — C E .~(C,5), S ~

MIN-SUPPORTS(C, 5), contradiction. QED.

4. Interpreted vs. Compiled

Therearetwonaturalways theCMS can storeinformation
and processqueriesissuedto it by theReasoner.

4.1 The Interpreted Approach

The simplest storage mechanismis to encode the Rea-
soner’s clausesjust as they are, possibly indexedby the

literals they containfor nsoreefficient content addressable
access. Thus, updating the CMS’s databasewith a new
clauseis quickandsimple. Thepriceonepaysfor this sim-
plicity of storageis ahigh retrievalcost. To find all min-
imal support clausesfor C with respectto 5, the CMS’s
databaserequirescomputing MIN-SUPPORTS (C, 5) by
Theorem5, andthis can be anexpensivecomputation.

5
If

the Reasoneris expectedto issuemany CMS updatesbut
few queries, then this interpreted approach will be war-
ramited. In the full paperwe shall describeandjustify an
algorithm for computing MIN-SUPPO11TS (C, 5).

4.2 The Compiled Approach

Under this approach,the CMS does not store time clauses
transmitted to it by the Reasoner. Instead, it stores all

In fact, it is easyto show that the goner-siproblem is NP.hard.

the prime implicants of these clauses. This is potentially
an explosive approach. It can he shown that there are
Boolean functions in n variableswith exponentially (in n)
many prime implicarits. Moreover, CMS updatescan he
very expensivesince, if S is the CMS’s current database
(consistingof the prime implicants of all clausesissued by
the Reasonerthusfar), and K is a new clauseissucrl by the
Reasoner,we mustcomputeall the prime implicants of Su
{K}. The reward for the high spaceand time complexity
of this approach,by Theorem5, is that retrievalof minimal
support clausesis cheap.

The first thing we must show is that there is no loss
of information in representinga set S of clausesby P1(S)
the setof its prime implicants, i.e., that S and P1(S) are
logically equivalent.

Theorem 6. Suppose S is a set of clauses. Then S and
P1(5) are logically equivalent in the sensethat if C E 5,
then P1(S) ~ C, and if CE P1(S) then S ~ C.

Proof. Trivial.

Theorem6 justifies the compiled approachof storing
only theprime implicants of the Reasoner’sclausesin the
CMS database.

In the full paperwe shall describeandjustify an al-
gorithm for updating a compiled CMSdatabase i.e., for
computing the prime imp!icants of S U {K} assuming we
already have all prime implicants of S.

5. De Kleer’s ATMS: A Reconstruction

De Kleer’s [1986] Assumption-Based Truth Maintenance
System (ATMS) is a CMSconstrained to process so-called
Horn clauses. Moreover, the ATMSrequires that the propo-
sitional symbolshaveadistinguishedsubsetcalledassump-
tions. From the standpointof the Reasoner,an assumption
might be one of the distinguished propositional symbols
which it is preparedto proposeas part of an hypothesis
to explain an observationin abductive reasoning (Section
2), or one of the propositional symbols forming part of
a proposed solution to a constraint satisfaction problem
(Section 2).

Definition. A Horn clause is a clausein which at most
onepropositional symbol occursunnegated.

The generalform of a Horn Clauseis -‘p
1

V... V -‘p,.~Vp
for propositionalsymbolsp,pi, p,~,n ~ 0, or ‘pj ~ y

~n,fl � 0.
Recall that, for the purposesof de Kleer’s ATMS,

thereis adistinguishedsubsetof thepropositionalsymbols
called assumptions.We denote assumptionsby upper-case
A’s, usually subscripted,non-assummiptionpropositionalsym-
bols by lower casep’s, andwhen the distinction i~sunim-

portant by lower-casea’s.
In de Kleer’s approach, the Reasoneris constrained

to transmit to the ATMS only Horn clauses. De Kleer
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cal!s suchtransmitted Horn clausesjustifications. Whena
clausehas the form -‘a

1
V - . . V -‘a,, v a, a is called the

consequentof the clause,anda ~, cs,, the antecedentsof
the clause.If n = 0, the consequencea is called a premise.
When formulated in our terms, the task of the ATMS is
the following:

GivenJ, thesetof justificationstransmittedthus far
to the ATMS by theReasoner,anda, a propositionalsym-
bol (which may or maynot be an assumption),compute
{A

1
A’’ ‘A A,,I{-’Ai, ‘‘ ‘, -‘A,,} is a minimal supportclause

for {a} with respectto J}.
This set is what de Kieer calls a consistent,sound,com-
plete and minimal label for a. Corollary 4 immediately
providesthe following:

Theorem 7. (Characterization of de Kleer’s ATMS)
Supposethat J is the set of justifications transmitted to
the ATMS by the Reasoner,and that {a} is a query, where
a is a propositional symbol(which may or may not be an
assumption). Then the answers to this query are given by
{A

1
A...AAkIk>0 and -‘ASV’’.v--’AkVa is aprime

implicant of J}.
In the full paperwe characterizethe algorithm used

by de Kleer’s ATMS, andproveits correctnesswith respect
to Theorem7.

6. Generalizing the ATMS

We canimmediatelyseevariousways to generalizedeKleer’s
ATMS, To begin,justifications neednot be Horn clauses.
Thus we can define ajustification to be any clauseof the
form

±a1 V~ V ±a,~V a, wheren � 0 and eacha is a
propositionalsymbolwhichmay or maynot be an assump-
tion.
Moreover,theconsequencea neednot be atomic. We can
allow —~ asa consequence,or moregenerally,±a1 V~-~V
±ak can be taken to be a consequence.Finally, queries
can be arbitrary clauses,not necessarily,as in de Kleer’s
ATMS, unit clauses.In thefull paper,weelaborateon such
possiblegeneralizations.Noticethat Theorem5 character-
izes query evaluationfor any suchgeneralization.

7. A Word on Computing Prime Impilcants

The results of this paperrely on computingall, or some,
primeimplicants of set S of propositionalclauses. In the
theoryof switching circuit Booleanminimization, prime
implicantsarecomputedusing theconsensusmethod[Birk.
hoff andBartee,1970, Ch. 6]. Since our notion of prime
implicant is thedual of that for switchingtheory, we are
concernedwith the dual of the consensusmethod, which
turnsout to be resolution[Robinson, 1965]. A brute force
way of computing all prime implicants of S is to resolve
pairs of clausesof 5, addthe resolventsto 5, deletesub-
sumedclausesand repeatuntil no fresh clausesare ob-
tained. The resultingclausesare all of the prime impli-
cantsof 5. Obviously, we prefer a moore disciplined ap-
proach to computingprime insphicants. There are a few

suchapproachesin the literature, e.g., [Minicozzi andRe.
iter, 1972] Slagle et al., 1969]). The full paperconsider

3
the appropriatenessof theseand other algorithmsfor de-
termining prime implicants.
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